To see this, we use the techniques of [3] . Construct in S a faithfully embedded zz-syllable graph with three syllables whose exponents are p, p, and r, respectively, and a faithfully embedded Tz-syllable graph with two syllables whose exponents are q and s. Note that this is possible since the gaps on License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the syllables ap and bq are r and s respectively. See Figure 1 for the construction. is abelian and is generated by ap and aTbs, we observe that y corresponds to the word W = iap)miarbs)n in n xiM) for an appropriate choice of m and 72 ((772, 72) = 1). Let M be a closed manifold obtained from M by attaching a 2-handle U to M along y and then attaching a 3-cell to the 2-sphere boundary of the resulting manifold. Then n AM) is presented by dr = {a, b\ apbq, W).
We show that M is a lens space if and only if |«| = 1. If n = 0, then (ttz, 72) = 1 forces 777 = ± 1 and M is a connected sum of two nontrivial lens spaces.
If \n\ > 1, then 77j(M) has a homomorphism onto the group present-
